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Figure 1. Our algorithm simulates realistic foliage cover for landscapes and allows for sev-
eral modes of editability. From left: initial burn-in of the simulation; sparsifying a specified
region; adding a lake to the landscape; simulating the same species on a different terrain.
Abstract
In this paper we present a novel approach to author vegetation cover of large natural scenes.
Unlike stochastic scatter-instancing tools for plant placement (such as multi-class blue noise
generators), we use a simulation based on ecological processes to produce layouts of plant
distributions. In contrast to previous work on ecosystem simulation, however, we propose
a framework of global and local editing operators that can be used to interact directly with
the live simulation. The result facilitates an artist-directed workflow with both spatially-
and temporally-varying control over the simulation’s output. We compare our result against
random-scatter solutions, also employing such approaches as a seed to our algorithm. We
demonstrate the versatility of our approach within an iterative authoring workflow, comparing
it to typical artistic methods.
1. Introduction
With digital distribution of games providing an ever-increasing storage budget, there
is a strong trend toward open-world games that feature realistic, large-scale environ-
ments. Feature films also require increasingly large digital assets, including artificial
landscapes extending as far as entire planets. Creating such expansive natural envi-
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Term Definition
Genotype The underlying constitution of a species
Phenotype The observed characteristics of an individual resulting
from the interaction of its species genotype with the en-
vironment
Abiotic Factors Physical features of a landscape
Biotic Factors Biological features of a landscape
Endemic Species Native or restricted to a certain region
Table 1. Definitions from ecology.
ronments requires tools for efficient authoring, capable of combining scalability with
fine-grain artistic control.
Natural landscape cover is a key element of large-scale, digital environments and
their appearance is often dominated by the characteristic distribution of the vegeta-
tion present. In real-world environments, however, the distribution and morphology
of vegetation is the product of a set of endemic species, abiotic factors (climate, alti-
tude, soil type, etc.) and biotic factors (species’ adaptation and spatial and biological
interaction of individual plants) [Hoffmann and Sgro` 2011; Deussen et al. 1998]. We
argue that human observers are sensitive to the characteristic look of ecosystems aris-
ing from such complex interplay. We hypothesize that environmental factors can be
used to efficiently create more natural vegetation cover for virtual landscapes by mod-
elling plant responses to parameters such as spatial location, height, canopy size, and
age of each instance of every species as well as abiotic parameters such as soil quality
and rainfall.
Developing a tool which exploits these features and yet provides an intuitive inter-
face for the designer poses unique challenges for digital content creation. Even under
the guidance of an expert, manual control of each plant instance is an unmanageable
task for large-scale environments.
Other rule-based, procedural generators (for instance, exploiting simple rules that
depend on altitude and slope of the terrain [Hammes 2001]) aim to produce eco-
logically plausible results by definition. Creating procedural rules that lead to truly
realistic plant cover is non-trivial as vegetation cover in reality develops over many
years and relies upon complex interaction between the environment and its flora. In
an artistic model, however, control is usually limited to changing model parameters
up front and manually editing distributions post-generation.
In practice, the manual aspect of virtual landscape creation is tedious and, while
commercial tools (see Table 2) bring high functionality to procedural or random-
scattering approaches, editing capabilities are limited. Masking of regions and
instance-based parameter editing (scale, translation, add and remove, for example)
are common. In the context of a large, varied landscape, an artist may need to fine
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Tool Description
UnrealEngine
[UnrealEngine 2015]
A game engine and suite of integrated tools for game
design and building, simulations, and visualizations.
iToo ForestPack
[iToo Software 2015]
A plug-in for Autodesk 3DS max and 3DS max design,
designed to give a complete solution for creation of vast
surfaces of trees.
CryEngine [CryTek 2015] A game engine and terrain editor with a sandbox inter-
face incorporating a vegetation tool.
Torque 3D Foliage Replicator
[iToo Software 2015]
Foliage placement brush tool within an open source
game engine.
L3DT [Bundysoft 2015] Application for generating terrain maps and textures.
Possesses partial environmental attributes (water flood-
ing, water table, salinity map) and attributes map that
affects the texture of the terrain.
SpeedTree [Interactive Data Vi-
sualisation 2015]
Toolkit used to create 3D animated plants and trees for
games, animations, visual effects, and more.
Table 2. Environment modelling tools.
tune a large number of parameters. Furthermore, commercial tools currently support
a limited understanding of ecology, restricted to incorporating simple adaption to ele-
vation but not to further environmental factors such as soil type and water availability.
Rule-based, procedural models are an established means of content creation and
appraised for their variety of results. A number of works on procedural vegetation
modelling have used ecosystem simulation as a means to create more realistic plant
distributions in computer graphics [Deussen et al. 1998; Ch’ng 2009b]. Their methods
scale well to larger environments and achieve a degree of realism. Similar to other
procedural methods, however, artistic control is mostly limited to the definition of
starting conditions from which the ecosystem evolves.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: we propose an approach to com-
bine ecosystem simulation with editing. This allows for global and local edits of plant
distributions by directly interacting with a live simulation; we draw from the state-of-
the-art in ecological simulations to design a set of operators that allow for iterative
artistic control of the vegetation cover while still retaining the ecological realism of
the underlying simulation; finally, we expose the time-axis of the simulation. This is
central to our workflow, allowing an artist to adjust the path of the simulation through
intuitive editing operators that correspond to events in time and changes in biotic and
abiotic factors as the simulation progresses.
Our method scales well to large environments (spanning several kilometers) and
can be parameterized to create vegetation covers representative of various regions
across the world. We analyze the dynamics of our simulation (Figures 9, 14) and
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provide guidance for its use in an authoring context, including a number of sample
edit sessions (Figures 11, 12, 13). We compare the outputs of our method to more
commonly used, noise-based generators, demonstrating the more natural appearance
of simulation-based plant distributions (as seen in Figure 10).
The remainder of this work is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses related
literature; the simulation model we use is reviewed in Section 3; Section 4 explains
how our tools are used to guide and interact with the simulation model; and finally,
Sections 5, 6, and 7 discuss our findings.
2. Related Work
2.1. Commercial Tools
Many commercial tools, such as iToo [iToo Software 2015] and UnrealEngine [Un-
realEngine 2015], among others (see Table 2), are available for distributing vegetation
within landscapes: creative modelling tools that provide a user with fine-grain control
but offer little help in ensuring ecological realism, and a set of systems that offer a
much higher level of automatism in populating computer-generated landscapes with
vegetation. A list of common design tools for virtual landscapes is given in Table 2.
Full evaluation of these tools (and others) would be beneficial to the field.
Typical features of these tools allow automated vegetation placement dependent
on terrain convexity/concavity and slope direction. Our tools expand on this func-
tionality to include species competition among different plant types and environment
factors across the terrain.
For natural environments with many species, editing with these tools is cumber-
some and tends to result in scenes with a landscaped aesthetic, not dissimilar to care-
fully landscaped parks. That is, wild scenes, which have evolved over hundreds of
years according to inherently complex and long-term interactions between vegetation
and terrain, are much more difficult to create (indigenous forest or sweeping heath-
land, for example). Results from our algorithm applied to such wild scenes can be
seen in Figure 8.
2.2. Point-sampling Approaches
Many modelling tools use point-sampling approaches as a quick and simple way to
randomly distribute vegetation instances over a region, and a substantial body of work
exists on studying properties of random-sample patterns for use in computer graphics.
A prominent class of sample patterns for general instance distributions are blue-noise
distributions [Lagae and Dutre´ 2008]. Wei [2010] presents an adaptation of blue-noise
sampling, making it suitable for multiple object classes. The underlying Poisson disk
sampling ensures that points remain a minimum distance from each other (while also
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being randomly, uniformly distributed). This appears to be a desirable property of
plant distributions; however, real-world plant distributions hardly ever exhibit these
blue-noise characteristics [Law et al. 2009].
A small body of related work investigates how to drive random-sampling meth-
ods with real-world data. Given an existing, labelled point distribution, O¨ztireli and
Gross [2012] present a correlation measure that can be used to generate a similar-
looking point distribution from a pairwise correlation function. While it is possible to
apply this method to vegetation distributions, ground-truth data is hard to collect. In
aerial images, for example, only the highest canopies are observed, while underlying
vegetation is obscured.
Although these point-sampling methods are fast to compute, they also suffer from
a lack of domain knowledge on global plant distributions, which are strongly linked
to abiotic factors such as soil type, rainfall, and temperature parameters. In contrast,
work in ecolocical modelling uses domain knowledge to learn from real-world obser-
vations [Illian et al. 2009]. This allows similar plant distributions to be synthesized,
but an efficient means of artist interaction with such a model is non-trivial.
2.3. Procedural Methods for Vegetation
Procedural approaches are an attractive alternative to manual modelling, with high-
quality solutions available for specific landscape features including terrain [Doran
and Parberry 2010], river networks [Smelik et al. 2011], plant models [Longay et al.
2012; Stava et al. 2014], vegetation distribution [Deussen et al. 1998; Hammes 2001;
Dietrich et al. 2005; Decaudin and Neyret 2004], as well as urban layouts and build-
ing fac¸ades (see [Raffe et al. 2012] for a comprehensive review). While procedural
methods promise an increase in productivity and variety of results, fine-grain control
of an intuitive interaction is difficult to achieve.
Recent developments in procedural modelling address some of these interactivity
issues, focussing on interactive procedures and control. In an urban context, lay-
ers can be used to apply transformation and merging operations using graph cuts
[Lipp et al. 2011]. This allows for intuitive manipulation of layouts (drag and drop,
translation, and rotation operators, etc.) which always result in valid layouts. In eco-
logical modelling, intuitive artistic direction conflicts with the complex, temporal and
spatial interaction of plant species, a problem that our work attempts to
address.
In general, while procedural generators can reach a sometimes uncanny degree of
realism, intuitive interaction remains a challenge in procedural modelling. We believe
that a good modelling interface should offer control on both global and local scales,
allowing the user to fix certain aspects while others are freely generated.
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2.4. Ecology and Ecosystems
Related literature in the field of biology reports data about the populations of various
species collected from real, but specific forests and desert, etc. Pommerening [2002]
collects several case studies. Using such data, as well as controlled experiments,
some methods develop models for plant and tree growth [Prusinkiewicz 1998] and
interaction with a multitude of environmental factors [Hammes 2001]. Computational
methods in the field use these models to simulate natural growth patterns. In this
paper, we leverage those computational methods.
Methods such as cellular automata [Green 1997] take an Eulerian perspective and
partition the domain into a grid of cells. Agent-based methods [Bornhofen and Lat-
taud 2009; Ch’ng 2011], on the other hand, adopt a Lagrangian perspective and sim-
ulate the growth by iteratively updating the interactions between individuals scattered
in the domain. Finally, procedural methods identify rules and construct grammars to
represent growth patterns of plants [Kurth et al. 2012].
Regardless of the type of simulation, a thorough and systematic validation of re-
sults remains a challenging problem in ecology [Pommerening 2002]. Ch’ng demon-
strates, in a series of work [Ch’ng 2009a; Ch’ng 2009b; Ch’ng 2011; Ch’ng 2013],
that even simplified versions of agent-based simulators are valuable for designing
realistic environments with vegetation for virtual worlds. However, while such simu-
lations produce realistic results for naturally distributed vegetation, they are difficult
to control. Either they are fully deterministic and exhibit low variation without exten-
sive manual intervention or they are stochastic with potentially hundreds of parame-
ters that affect the final spatio-temporal distribution of populations. In this paper, we
adapt Ch’ng’s agent-based simulator [Ch’ng 2011] to be more suited for and to incor-
porate guiding of the simulation via user interaction. Further details of the simulation
model are detailed in Section 3.
We define the content creation process as a chain of operators, interspersed with
user guidance, for producing an ultimate, desired appearance of naturally distributed
vegetation cover on landscapes.
3. Review of the Simulation Model
The identification of the distribution of flora spatially, temporally, and across species
is a challenging task. The number of individuals of each species that thrive in any
location depends on multiple factors such as latitude, temperature, and rainfall. In
addition to the above abiotic factors, the distribution also depends on biotic factors
such as mutual shade, competition for resources, and the extent to which nitrates are
fixed in the soil. While no explicit models have been proposed for obtaining counts of
spatio-temporal populations across multiple species, the typical approach is to resort
to iterative simulation.
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Figure 2. (a) We adapt an individual-based ecological simulator. (b) We propose a novel
approach to authoring natural landscapes, by guiding the simulation process via user interac-
tion and editing. As the simulation unravels, rich spatio-temporal statistical distributions are
created. Our workflow allows users to guide the simulation, as it proceeds, by either editing
the parameters directly or using our operators with simplified parameters.
Our work employs Ch’ng’s [2011] state-of-the-art, individual-based, ecological
simulator. The general approach is to associate a genotype with each species, which
consists of parameters that describe its robustness to a number of biotic as well as
abiotic factors. Individuals of each species then express this genotype differently,
depending on environmental factors, giving rise to observable traits, or phenotypes
such as height, leaf density, and diameter. The simulation is seeded using an initial
distribution of trees and proceeds by iteratively updating the phenotypes of each in
accordance with ecological models for growth and propagation. While exact simula-
tion potentially requires infinite parameters, Ch’ng considers multiple environmental
factors and ultimately proposes a simplified simulation model for generating virtual
environments. In the context of our work, this lends itself particularly well to an
artist-directed workflow, where precision may be sacrificed for appearance but the
ecological realism of the underlying simulation is maintained.
We increase the functionality of this ecosystem model to allow interactive author-
ing of complex, natural landscapes. Our adaption of Ch’ng’s model is explained in
Section 4 and shown in Figure 2.
3.1. Genotype
The following traits are associated with each species: minimum, maximum, and mean
heights; maximum and mean ages (longevity); minimum, maximum, preferred, and
robustness values for both abiotic and biotic factors; age to maturity; number of
speeds spawned per seasonal quarter; and seed dispersal radius.
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3.2. Phenotype
We simulate the following parameters for each individual: location (coordinates),
fitness (this tolerance value is based on robustness values in the plant’s genotype),
energy level, rate of energy loss, growth rate, height, and canopy size (diameter).
3.3. Environmental Factors
The input to our simulator includes abiotic factors (temperature, elevation, rainfall,
and soil fertility) represented as an image map covering the layout of the environment
(Figure 3 shows examples) as well as biotic factors (shade and competition for re-
sources from neighbors) represented as a per-species parameter. In combination with
individual phenotype values, these lead to a fitness parameter for each instance that
depends on its location and neighbors. While abiotic factors can only be altered by
user interaction, biotic factors must be updated on each iteration as instances adapt to
and grow within their local environment.
(a) elevation (b) rainfall (c) soil fertility (d) selection
Figure 3. The greyscale abiotic maps and selection mask used to demonstrate our operators
in Section 4. Authored using commercial image-editing software.
3.4. Simulation
Trees are initialized with a fitness value of 100%, and heights and canopy sizes are
drawn from the distribution specified by the corresponding species’ minimum, maxi-
mum, and mean values. In each iteration of the simulation, we update the parameters
in the phenotype, including the height and canopy size, according to the formulae
proposed by Ch’ng. Similarly, we compute fitness of individuals by sensing the influ-
ence of environmental and neighboring plants. We refer the reader to [Ch’ng 2011]
for a full definition of plant adaption to biotic and abiotic factors. Fitness is computed
as the products of the adaption of a plant to each abiotic and biotic factor in each
time step. When fitness is close to zero, we decrease the energy (using Ch’ngs rate of
energy loss) in each iteration. Finally, when the energy in a plant is close to zero, the
plant “dies,” and its instance in the simulator is deleted.
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4. Guiding Ecological Simulation
Vegetation cover in natural landscapes exhibits rich diversity, both in terms of the
variety and number of co-existing species, as well as in the distribution thereof and
interactions between individuals. The spatial statistics of real natural environments
are grossly governed by two correlated factors: the environment and the suitability of
each of the species to the environmental conditions. Explicit characterization of these
statistics in terms of the input factors is a challenging and open problem. However,
individual-based simulators, such as Ch’ng’s, which we adapt in this paper, can be
seen as iterative solutions to the global equations that coarsely approximate these
distributions.
Ch’ng’s simulator provides realistic results but control remains unwieldy. For
example, introducing a simple constraint, such as creating a user-placed clearing, re-
quires manipulation and tuning of all available abiotic maps. From an artistic perspec-
tive, this may also not lead to the desired result since species suited to the alternate
abiotics will thrive in the new environment
At the other end of the spectrum, there exist tools that allow fine-grained artistic
control at the level of editing individual trees [Deussen et al. 1998; Dietrich et al.
2005]. Such tools scale poorly to large environments with millions of trees (requiring
each instance to be hand-tuned). While it is indeed possible to author complex and
realistic natural scenes with such tools, authoring large realistic environments can
consume many days of editing even for skilled artists. Procedural approaches scale
well, but still suffer from lack of directability.
Our main contribution is to conceptualize the authoring process as an iterative
progression of user edits interspersed with realistic, ecologically-based simulation.
The aim is to enable the user or artist to “watch” the environment grow and evolve,
allowing him to pause, undo, redo, or resimulate at any point while also applying
simple operators to guide the next phase of simulation. These operators perform ad-
hoc modifications and are applied on an artistically or stochastically generated initial
forest. We implement most of these spatio-temporal operators in the parameter space
of our ecologically-based simulator.
Our workflow allows the following operations:
- Spatially-varying control of overall population density by manipulating simu-
lation speed and environmental conditions.
- Spatio-temporal editing of simulation parameters for realistic blending of sim-
ulated and non-simulated regions.
- Modifying the number of plants across a species pool.
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4.1. Local Operators
In this section, we describe our operators. We verify the functionalities of the simu-
lator, present example workflows using our operators, and, finally, we discuss various
aspects of the simulation and authoring process.
4.2. Explicit Editing and Cut-copy-paste
The most local edit that we allow is manual editing of phenotypes of individuals.
The user may choose to add, move, or delete groups of plants as well as modify
their attributes such as height, canopy size, etc. Although this edit operation allows
maximum control, it can be tedious, leads to potentially unnatural results, and scales
poorly with population size.
Cut-copy-paste operations (see Figure 4) are achieved using a mask and target
location. Objects in a masked region are translated to a new region and either merged
into or replace the existing objects.
(a) copy-pasted trees (b) with simulation (c) simulation + feathering
Figure 4. Our copy-paste operator provides additional features to run the simulation within
the pasted region with or without feathering the boundary. Mask shown in Figure 3 (d).
4.3. Typify Operator
We provide a typify operator (see Figure 5) that applies the simulation to a speci-
fied region of the landscape, blending seamlessly with the surroundings. We use the
simulation as a spatio-temporal sculpting operator that blends the edit into its local
environment. The user selects a region, represented by a binary mask. The time per
iteration, or speed, of the simulator is equal to the user-specified value (typically one
year) in selected (white) regions and zero in black regions. We run the simulation
for a specified number of iterations, feathering the simulated duration of one itera-
tion across the mask’s boundary. The smoothness of the transition is controlled by
pre-blurring the mask and allowing the user to define the diameter of the blur kernel.
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(a) simulation within selection (b) boundary feathering
Figure 5. Our typify operator applies the simulation only to a selected region (Figure 3 (d)).
(a) Using the binary mask results in an unnatural boundary where no growth can occur outside
the region. (b) Feathering the boundary yields a more natural result.
4.4. Local Editing of Abiotic Maps
A set of abiotic maps are grayscale images provided to the simulator that specify
spatially varying environmental conditions, such as rainfall, soil fertility, elevation
(altitude), and temperature. The maps can be hand-painted by artists and used to con-
trol the simulation. Replacement maps can be incorporated at any point as the artist
guides the simulation according to what has already happened. These conditions, in
combination with species’ genotypes, determine the endemic species that will thrive
locally as well as the particular spatio-temporal distribution of the plant instances.
One natural and realistic method of controlling the distribution across species as well
as the plant densities is to edit these maps. For example, painting a certain region
of the rainfall map with a brighter value amounts to increasing the rainfall locally
(this may also be considered as increasing the moisture content of the soil, such as
near to a lake or river). This, in turn, increases the density of plants that thrive under
wet conditions in that region and decreases the densities of those that require drier
conditions.
4.5. Sparsify and Densify Operator
Editing of abiotic maps is a natural tool for biasing the population towards (or away
from) containing a higher number of individuals of certain species. To simplify the
specification of spatial non-uniformity we provide a single overarching sparsify (or
densify) operator which restricts (or favors) the population growth uniformly across
species within the marked regions (see Figure 6). We achieve this by using the
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(a) sparsify (b) + feather (c) densify (d) + feather
Figure 6. Our sparsification/densification operator allows us to create clearings or dense
clusters, with or without boundary feathering, of plants and trees using a simple selection
tool. The density of plants in the unselected region (black) is unaffected. Note that abiotic
factors (elevation, rainfall, and soil) are respected by all our operators.
input mask to control the abiotic and biotic parameters independently as follows.
For each plant or tree, we read the spatially varying sparsification control weight
w ∈ [0, 1] from the mask image and a global sparsification factor wmax > 0. For
densification, w is inverted. We then scale the adaptations of the plant to abiotic
factors and the current environmental conditions for biotic factors so that plants in
the black (zero) regions of the mask are unmodified. For the white (one) regions of
the mask that specify w, we scale the adaptations of the plant to abiotic factors by
γ = 1 + w(1/wmax − 1), which controls the plants lifetime. Similarly, for the biotic
factors, we scale the current environmental conditions by γ = 1+w(wmax−1), since
a higher value of γ corresponds to sparser growth.
This scaling of the adaption parameter for each plant affects its growth such that
better adapted plants thrive more. As the parameter scales uniformly across species,
all species thrive, and the result is a population that is more dense if the densify
operator is used. Under sparsification, all plants are uniformly less adapted to the
environment and the result is less dense.
4.6. Global Species-mapping Operator
While local operators allow fine-tuning of the spatio-temporal distributions, identify-
ing an initial set of species for achieving a specific type of landscape is a challenging
problem. An additional problem, at the global scale, is to suitably map artistically au-
thored species to the appropriate 3D model from a database of plant and tree models.
In this section, we describe how we address both of these problems.
Since there is little data available on the genotype of real plants (i.e., the location,
age, height, canopy size, and species in existing forests), we constructed a scheme for
mapping genotypes to climate zones analogous to Koppen-Geiger climate zones [Peel
et al. 2007]. We fix the pool of species whose genotypes are supplied to our simulator
and run simulations with different values for the abiotic factors. For each combination
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of abiotic factors, we identify the corresponding Koppen-Geiger climate zone and
observe which of the species from our pool survive. The surviving set of species is
then associated with the input climate zone. This allows users to choose a “preset”
climate zone for the initial set of plants or trees. Figure 8 depicts the sets of species
that we identified from a random species pool. We then labelled the species with the
corresponding climate zones. Also shown in the figure, is a further fine control of the
abiotics to introduce spatial variation.
We use plant models from the XFrogPlants database [XFrog 2015], consisting of
600 species from multiple world regions and climate zones, and we map each species
to its nearest neighbor in the 3D model database with respect to mean height, mean
age, and canopy size, as well as climate-zone preference. Categorizing models by
region allows us to restrict models to those from a desired region or climate. While
this is a simplistic means of achieving such a mapping, it already provides visually
consistent environments. We expect future work to improve upon this mapping oper-
ation.
5. Results
5.1. Implementation and Visualization
We implemented our simulator in C++ and generated all the results on an Intel Core
i7 (1.6G Hz) with 16 GB RAM. Since each iteration of the simulation feeds on the
output of the previous iteration, the simulation is difficult to parallelize. We mitigate
Figure 7. Our user interface.
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this by performing basic optimization, such as pre-computation and lazy updates of
abiotic adaptations, as well as by using approximate nearest neighbors [Muja and
Lowe 2009a; Muja and Lowe 2009b] to prune searches for computing local biotic
conditions, such as shade and competition for space. On average, each iteration of
our simulator functions at about 400 K trees per second. This could be improved by
better parallelization of instance updates or by vectorizing the adiabatic feature maps.
Our user interface (shown in Figure 7) provides a basic visualization of the sim-
ulation, showing a color-mapped scatter plot of the emerging distribution. We later
render the scene using Blender’s Cycles Render Engine [Blender 2015]. The simula-
tion can typically generate over 100,000 tree instances, which may be a problem for
some rendering applications, but this is mitigated with varied level-of-detail render-
ing.
5.2. Validation
First, we supplied our simulator with the genotypes of 150 randomly generated, di-
verse species and varied the abiotic factors to match known biomes such as desert,
boreal forest, temperate, and tropical environments. Figure 8 visualizes the input for-
est (randomly scattered plants with randomly chosen phenotypes) and the output of
our simulator under each of the above conditions. This example illustrates the com-
plex interplay between the abiotic factors resulting in non-trivial distributions of the
population across canopy sizes, space, time, and species. The iterative nature of our
simulator helps achieve this, propagating biotic factors, such as shade and competi-
tion, for space among neighbors.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 8. One of our global operators allows easy selection of preset abiotic factor com-
binations that correspond to Koppen-Geiger climate-zone classifications. Model selection is
similarly based on the selected climate zone. These can then be combined with spatially vary-
ing modulating maps for the independent abiotic factors. We show that using just two abiotic
maps already introduces a complex interplay between the species. (a) Random initialization;
(b) desert; (c) boreal forest; (d) temperate; (e) tropical.
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(a) 1 K initial trees (b) 10 K initial trees (c) 60 K initial trees
Figure 9. Analysis of the effect of initial number of trees over a 120-year simulation. Plots
are shown of the total population (thick black lines scaled down for visualization) and the
populations of each of the species.
Figure 9 plots species counts over time for different numbers of starting instances
in the same region. The figure suggests that the population stabilizes within 100
iterations only for large numbers of starting instances.
5.3. Comparison
Figure 10 compares results from our simulator after 10 years (third column) and 100
years (last column) against uniform random distributions (first column) and Poisson
disk sampling (second column). We initialized our simulation with random samples
on the left half and Poisson disk samples on the right. Our simulation was run with
constant abiotic factors within the domain. Several problems are immediately appar-
ent with the naı¨ve stochastic methods: first, they contain a “regular” look that leads
to unrealistic vegetation cover; second, noise models are insufficient for represent-
ing the distribution of the population across the many species; finally, when abiotic
factors such as temperature and elevation are known, it is unclear how to determine
parameters that lead to realistic appearance when using noise distributions. Even with
sophisticated methods such as multi-class blue noise, this problem of selecting param-
eters according to biotic and abiotic variation is a challenging and open problem.
5.4. Sample Workflow
Figures 11, 12 and 13 show sample workflows using the tools our simulator provides.
Both simple and complex abiotic maps are used and altered, and the sparsify and
densify operators are demonstrated.
Note that even though the abiotic distributions contain sharp boundaries, the ef-
fect of the simulator is to mute these, creating natural distributions, even at these
boundaries. This can be seen in Figures 11 and 13.
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2
10
100
Species (a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 10. Comparison against random and blue noise for different species pool sizes.
(a) Uniform, random noise, (b) Multi-class blue noise, (c) Ours after 10 years, (d) Ours after
100 years. Our method is shown after 10- and 100-year simulation periods. Plots represent
the full 500 m2 area and renders show a 50 m2 crop.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 11. Workflow demonstrating changes made to the abiotic maps and the sparsify op-
erator. (a) Initial state; (b) burn-in (120 years); (c) adapt to new abiotics, allowing different
species to dominate; (d) sparsify region by changing the abiotic maps (inset) kills off certain
species in the altered region; (e) grow for a further 10 iterations, species adapted to the new
abiotic conditions thrive in the new environment. Rendered from the NW corner.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 12. Workflow demonstrating different operators applied over more complex abiotic
maps. (a) Initial state; (b) burn-in (120 years), initial soil map (inset); (c) adapt to new soil
map (inset); (d) adapt to new rain map (inset); (e) adapt to both. Scene rendered from the SE
corner.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 13. Workflow demonstrating the densify operator. (a) Initial state; (b) burn-in (120
years); (c) adapt to new, uniform abiotics; (d) densify NE side. Rendered from NW.
6. Observations and Discussion
6.1. Simulation Phases
We observed that the simulator typically progresses in three phases, as can be seen in
Figure 14. The phases are described below.
Figure 14. Comparison of the total population size over a 120 year simulation when using dif-
ferent numbers of initial trees (numbers in legend). Different phases of growth are highlighted
with a gradient scale (as there is some variation between experiments).
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Burn-in In this burn-in phase, plants that are shaded by neighbors and plants that are
not strong enough compared to their neighbors are killed. These biotic factors
are different from hardcore processes (minimum radius constraint), because
they depend on the robustness of the species (determined when the species bank
is randomly generated—but could additionally be user-controlled), the size and
nature of the neighbors, and spatially-varying abiotic factors.
Growth Plants grow to maturity and spawn seeds that settle in the clearings created
by the dead plants. This phase corresponds to a steep growth of the overall
population.
Equilibrium This is an equilibrium phase where the ecosystem typically behaves as
a dynamical system.
The simulated phases correspond well to growth in natural ecosystems [Bornhofen
and Lattaud 2009].
6.2. Equilibrium/Stability of Simulation
Not every simulation results in an equilibrium phase (initial plants quickly die out,
for example, if the species supplied cannot survive in the specific abiotic conditions).
In another scenario, if the genotype lists a high age to maturity and a low lifespan,
plants are likely to die out before they spawn seeds. Another case, where we observed
a perishing population, was when there were too few species with low diversity. Typ-
ically, we find that an equilibrium is attained, even with randomly generated species
pools, provided that a large number of species (about 100) are included. Figure 15
demonstrates the effect of initialization on reaching this equilibrium. In effect, the
system benefits from larger numbers of initial instances.
6.3. Editability during Simulation
Our key contribution is the ability for users to guide the simulation by performing edit
operations between iterations. For example, a user may begin by choosing a million
randomly distributed plants and trees in an environment determined from abiotic con-
trol maps and then run a few iterations of the typification operator to adjust the overall
look. Once this is done, in a few seconds, they may perform interactive edits on a sub-
region that is particularly important. The set of preferred species in that locale may
be controlled by editing abiotic maps, and the spatial distribution may be controlled
by supplying masks. After running a few iterations (less than a second), the user is
provided with feedback and can iteratively perform edits that guide the simulation
process. The workflow is therefore a sequence of edit operators interspersed with the
simulation, providing control to the user to guide the simulation to achieve a desired
“look.” (See Figures 11, 12, 13).
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# 10 years 100 years 500 years
2× 102
1× 103
3× 105
Figure 15. Effect of initialization: the system stabilization rate is a function of the number
of initial instances, stabilizing more quickly and completely with a larger number of initial
instances (the number of initial instances is indicated in left column, scale: 250 m2).
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6.4. Initial Distribution of Vegetation
Our workflow can be viewed as complementary to existing methods that generate
vegetation cover, because it can be applied to any initial set of plants or trees. We ex-
perimented with different initializations, such as random sampling, multi-class blue
noise, and pre-authored forests. Choosing too few initial plants causes unnatural clus-
ters of plants, each of a particular species, and requires a long burn-in phase. Choosing
too many initial plants also results in a long burn-in phase since the simulation takes
longer to stabilize, but it does result in more natural-looking distributions.
6.5. Simulation Time-step
Ch’ng’s simulator may be viewed as an iterative solution to a complex set of differ-
ential equations that approximate the distribution of plants across space and species.
While it is hard to fathom the nature of the governing equation, as the time associated
with each simulation iteration is reduced, we could imagine that the simulation ap-
proaches the correct solution to the approximate equations. Although larger time steps
result in faster simulation, inaccuracies due to the higher-order effects (larger scope
than immediate neighbors) are noticeable. We found that using a one-year time-step
was a good compromise between efficiency and accuracy.
6.6. Extending Abiotic Factors
Although we consider four different abiotic factors in this paper, our work supports a
potentially large number of additional factors and extending to include additional fac-
tors is straightforward. The procedure involves including L (lower value), U (upper
value), p (preferred value), and b (resilience) for each additional factor in the geno-
type of every species. A second change is to compute adaptations for each of these
factors (for every tree) and additionally multiply the fitness of the individual in every
iteration with the adaptations.
6.7. Limitations
We make the following assumptions in our adaptation of Ch’ng’s simulator
- Although Ch’ng’s recent model [Ch’ng 2013] encompasses animals, we restrict
ourselves to biotic factors that are due to flora. We do not consider factors such
as seed dispersion by animals, nitrates added to the soil by animal waste, etc.
- We consider a limited set of abiotic factors in our demonstration. It is, however,
trivial to extend this set (see above).
- We restrict our simulations to species that are less resilient to crowding, since
the distributions of such species are more interesting (resilient species such
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as grass tend to be more evenly distributed and can be solved using common
rendering optimization techniques [Decaudin and Neyret 2004], for example).
7. Conclusion
In summary, our work demonstrates a novel approach to vegetation authoring for vir-
tual environments. In contrast to commercially available tools, our method recognizes
species’ properties and simulates placement according to simplified ecological rules,
which results in a more natural arrangement of species’ instances. This iterative pro-
cess leads to a more natural overall arrangement of species, and the user can interact
with and guide the simulation to a desired aesthetic.
In comparison to both SpeedTree [Interactive Data Visualisation 2015] and
iToo [iToo Software 2015], we offer a new means of editing large landscapes accord-
ing to artist direction while maintaining the underlying ecological realism of the sim-
ulation. Furthermore, compared to iToo, we require no support objects (splines and
polygonal geometry) for different distributions but rather only a handful of grayscale
maps corresponding to the whole scene.
We present editing operators that are both global and local: combining ecologi-
cal simulation with a versatile editing framework that encourages direct interaction.
Global operators allow the simulation to be parametrized and to create vegetation
cover representing different biomes, while local operations create different effects on
a smaller area within the scene.
This work would benefit from detailed user studies comparing results to similar
output using commercial tools such as Unreal Engine 4 in order to substantiate and
develop claims made here.
To expand our work, further calibration is still required. Calibration of the abiotic
and biotic parameters to real-world environments would better allow a user to cre-
ate a determined environment type rather than having to hone in more iteratively on
the desired result. Our work would also benefit from user testing to demonstrate its
application to a typical production pipeline.
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A video of example simulations is included in “Guided Ecological Simulation.mov” available
on youtube (https://youtu.be/JL1TisRgbKA).
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